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Doxacon to Take Place
Online This Week
MINISTRY UPDATE | SOPHIA P.
Doxacon, St. Mary’s ministry convention for
the “Geek Orthodox” in each of us, is taking place
this upcoming week on November 6-7. This is the
fifth Doxacon conference, and the first time it
will have taken place online. There is still time to
buy your tickets at doxacon.org.
For those of you who don’t know, Doxacon
is a conference-style event aimed at exploring
how sci-fi and fantasy intersect with the Christian worldview. Given the dominance of secular
themes and atheistic assumptions in “nerdy”
entertainment and culture, it’s easy to think that
Christianity has no natural place there. However, we pray daily that God is "everywhere present
and fills all things", and the primary goal of Doxacon is to create a place where Christian lovers of
sci-fi, fantasy, and all things nerdy can share how
their fandoms interact with their faith.
Like most other events that are usually large
gatherings, this year of COVID-19 challenged
Doxacon to rethink its format. Fr. David and
Daniel S., the organizers of the event, decided to
move forward and take the experience online,
entirely through Zoom. Part of the reason not to
simply cancel was due to the event’s popularity.
“Two years ago, we used to do Doxacon every other year, and that just wasn’t enough for
people,” Daniel said in an email interview. “They
wanted it every year, and so when the pandemic
hit, we knew we had to figure out a way to make
it work.”
The online event boasts lectures from eight
different speakers, five breakout discussion ses-

sions, and two gaming sessions. Each breakout
discussion session allows attendees to choose between four different topics, where they’ll be able
to meet people who are interested in the same
fandoms. Each gaming session includes four to
five different roleplaying games. Attendees are
able to choose which breakout discussion or gaming session they’d like to participate in when they
purchase their tickets, and all attendees are able
to join the main lectures.
This year’s exciting lineup of speakers includes some big names: the clergy keynote speaker is Fr. Andrew Damick, who will be delivering a
message entitled “Exodus and Escape in the Fantastic: Pandemonium, Pandemic, and Promised
Land”, and the lay keynote will be given by Ellen
Elliot, author of Seek and Ye Shall Find, Be Bold: A
Coloring Devotional, whose talk is entitled “Bring
Out Your Undead”: Lessons in Faith from Zombie
Apocalypse Films. The lineup also includes three
speakers from our own parish, including Jonathan J, Zachary P., and Cindy S.
The biggest challenge that Doxacon faced
was figuring out how to have speakers present
in a way that wouldn’t tire out attendees with
too much video. At events in the past, Doxacon
speakers might lecture for 40-50 minutes, followed by Q&A that often went over time.
“We know Zoom fatigue is a thing and we’ve
made sure the talks are shorter and there are
generous breaks between sessions,” Daniel explained. This year, speakers will speak in pairs
and for 20 minutes each, and then answer Q&A
together as a panel. (cont'd on back)
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Commemorations
Don’t see your name? Join us on Realm and fill out your profile. If you include your birthday and nameday, you’ll see them here.

God grant you many years!
NA M E DAY S

B I RT H DAY S
Alexandra D.

Kristen S.

Sheena S.

David M.

Phil K.

Patricia B.

Jeff B.

Ileana C.

Robert M.

Sean F.

Martin M.

Todd S.

Sarah J.

Mihai B.

Anastasia B.

Bobby A.

Betsy B.

Daniel J.

Eva F.

Cathy D.

Mihaela B.

Svetlana D.

Jason C.

Will L.

Allison J.

Stephen S.

Stephanie T.

Kurt E.

Dn. Nicholas D.

Tatiana R.

Ellen R.

Christopher T.

Jason R.

ANNIVERSARIES
Eugene & Stephanie H.

Ben & Marion L.

Jeff & Megan M.

Warren & Libby H.

ANTIOCHIAN ARCHDIOCESE

Fall Retreat
Stay Connected to St. Mary's on Realm
Realm is the way we’ve chosen to keep in touch with the community
through the COVID-19 quarantine. Through Realm, you’ll be able to
receive news from St. Mary’s, sign up to attend services in person,
participate in interest groups, and get other updates from St. Mary’s.
To sign up, simply email UnderTheVeilOfHerProtection@gmail.com
with your name and birthday.

Nov. 12-15, 2020
On the Work of
Orthodox Christian
Evangelization
Learn more and find
Zoom links:
antiochian.org/
regulararticle/733

St. Mary's

Marketplace

Want to pass things along
to your fellow parishioners?
Make a post on the St.
Mary’s Marketplace Group
on Realm! Anyone can
make a post at any time
searching for or selling
goods or services.

S T. M A RY ’ S I S F O L L O W I N G V I R G I N I A G U I D E L I N E S F O R

Phase Three

St. Mary’s is currently open with limited attendance. We
appreciate your patience and loving-kindness as we do our best
to comply with state guidelines and practice obedience to our
synod of bishops. We pray that this phase will go smoothly and
safely, and that we return to less restricted practices soon!
Everything you need to know about how to attend a service in
person is kept up to date at stmaryorthodox.org/covid19.
You can view Virginia's Phase Three guidelines at
virgina.gov/coronavirus.
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Events are subject to change. Please check the calendar at stmaryorthodox.org/calendar
for the most up-to-date event listings, service texts, and links to the services. Most services
and events are streamed online. Zoom links and passwords can be found on Realm.

SUNDAY

MONDAY

T UESDAY

WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SAT URDAY

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9:40am–10:00am
Service for the End
of Strife & Discord

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

4:00pm–5:00pm
Great Vespers

10:00am-11:30am
Divine Liturgy

7:00pm–7:30pm
Daily Vespers
(ONLINE)
7:45pm–8:45pm
Adult Education
(ONLINE)

8 HOLY

ARCHANGELS

9:40am–10:00am
Akathist: Glory to
God for All Things

9

10

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

10:00am-11:30am
Divine Liturgy

11 SS. MENAS,

VICTOR, VINCENT, STEPHANIE,
MARTIN

7:00am–8:00am
Divine Liturgy

DOXACON: FAITH & FANDOM
CONVENTION

12

13

14

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

11:00am–12:00pm
Baptism

12:00pm–1:00pm
Book Study

7:00pm–7:30pm
Daily Vespers
(ONLINE)

3:00pm–4:00pm
Adult Catechism
5:00pm–6:00pm
Great Vespers

7:45pm
Adult Education
(ONLINE)

15 NATIVITY

16

17

18

19

20

21 ENTRANCE OF

9:40am–10:00am
3rd & 6th Hours

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

10:00am–11:00am
Divine Liturgy

7:00pm–8:30pm
Women's Bible
Study

7:00pm–7:30pm
Daily Vespers
(ONLINE)

12:00pm–1:00pm
Book Study

3:00pm–4:00pm
Adult Catechism

FAST BEGINS

10:00am–11:30am
Divine Liturgy
6:00pm–8:00pm
Men's Group

THE THEOTOKOS

5:00pm–6:00pm
Great Vespers

7:45pm
Adult Education
(ONLINE)

22 ST. LUKE

23

24

25

26

27

9:40am–10:00am
Thanksgiving
Service

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

28

10:00am–11:30am
Divine Liturgy

29

30 ST. ANDREW 1

2

3

4

5

10:00am–11:30am
Hours & Typika
Service (ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

10:00am–11:00am
Divine Liturgy

7:00pm–9:00pm
Parish Council

7:15–7:45am
Morning Prayers
(ONLINE)

7:00pm–7:30pm
Daily Vespers
(ONLINE)

12:00pm–1:00pm
Book Study

3:00pm–4:00pm
Adult Catechism
5:00–6:00pm
Great Vespers
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Building the Kingdom Together in Christ
Building Campaign Update

PARISH LIFE UPDATE | ANNA C.
In spite of the pandemic, our vision
for an updated, expanded church that
meets our growing needs, is on track to
being actualized. In the past few months,
work has continued within two teams, and
a theme was made to guide the project’s
philosophy.
The theme for the capital campaign
emerged after extended research, discussion and thought: Building the Kingdom
Together in Christ. It is not merely a slogan
but a reflection of our community’s cherished values and aspirations and our commitment to renewing and re-building our
beloved church: It points us toward the
future—building for eternity and the generations to come. It mirrors our emphasis
on community--“building together” -- and
affirms the seriousness of our faith.
The talent and expertise of our parish has been and will be continuously
uncovered and utilized. Two teams have
been formed to keep moving the project
forward and engage parishioners in it: the

campaign steering committee, charged
with strategy, direction, and overall coordination of the project; and the building
committee, who will focus on the design,
implementation, and coordination of the
renovation and expansion project. Notably, we are fortunate to be able to avail of
the skills and expertise of our parishioners
Maria A., an experienced architect, and
James C., who works in quality control for
a contracting company, which connects us
with the contractor side and keeps us in
check regarding cost estimates and other
logistics of construction.
In September, upon review of existing architectural sketches and her own
research results, Maria A. presented the
committees and the parish council with
3-4 design options. Based on considerations of our budget and functionality, the
building committee selected and proposed
their selection of a preferred design to the
parish council. Reactions to it were very
positive. In the course of several months
this design will evolve through parishio-

ner feedback and the county’s regulations.
A final version will be shared with a special
general assembly in a few months. Wait for
the next issue of Veil for more details and
graphics.
The capital campaign places a high
priority on ensuring we are meeting the
goals and desires of the community. In late
September, Anna C. and Maria conducted
a user group to garner feedback on Maria’s
conceptual design from 14 parishioners.
This kind of user group will continue into
the future so parishioners can maintain a
voice in the design and use of the new space.
Currently, Maria is in the process of
preparing a proposal submission for the
Fairfax County, who will review it and
give us feedback, alerting us on any issues
they see in our plan as it relates to zoning,
building codes and regulations.
Soon, you’ll be able to have easy access
to ongoing information about the capital
campaign on the St. Mary’s website, and
we’ll continue to keep you updated here in
The Veil as well. 

What does the Steering Committee do?

What does the Building Committee do?

The Steering Committee is the group
that oversees the project, creates strategies,
coordinates the capital campaign to fund
the project, and keeps everything on track.

The Building Committee is the group who creates the renovation design
concepts, provides liaison with the architect and contractors, monitors the
renovation process, and conducts research as needed to prepare informed
options and recommendations for the parish council.

Sign Up Now for BritePaths Food Delivery on Nov. 15
Do you wish to honor the Body of the Savior? ... Honor him then by sharing your property with the poor.
For what God needs is not golden chalices but golden souls. — St. John Chrysostom
with individual volunteers and those from local faith-based groups,
MINISTRY OPPORTUNITY | JEFF B.
BritePaths (britepaths.org) is an interfaith missionary orga- community organizations, businesses, schools and universities to
nization located in Fairfax County, which works with various lo- provide, among other things, weekly delivery of groceries, cleancal social agencies to identify Fairfax County residents in need of ers, paper products, etc., to 30 families or individuals each week for
short-term safety net services, and in addition provides training in up to three months. Each fall for many years St. Mary parishioners
financial matters and home economics to enable them to work to- have joined this effort by “adopting” 15 families identified by Briteward long-term self-sufficiency. According to the BritePaths web- Paths for whom to provide a week’s shopping (or the equivalent in a
site, "the families we assist are likely to be members of the work- store card) and delivering it to the families’ homes on our church’s
ing poor – often juggling multiple jobs, the elderly and disabled, assigned day. This year, our delivery is scheduled for Sunday, Noor those who were financially secure but have found themselves in vember 15. However, because of restrictions on personal contact
crisis due to job loss, debt or health issues. More than half of those due to COVID-19, Britepaths has asked that all ‘deliveries’ this year
from supporting congregations be in the form of store/food cards
we serve are children."
As part of the short-term safety net services, BritePaths works mailed to the families. They feel this is the best way to (cont'd on p.6)
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Demons,
Computers,
and Exorcism
REFLECTION | MATTHEW T.
For my daily devotional, I try to read
and meditate on the readings of the day,
albeit, based on the Greek church's lectionary since that is what is on my iPhone
app. But I chanced upon the OCA reading for this Sunday and it was about the
story of Jesus exorcising the demon from
the man named Legion in the country of
Gadarenes.
Now, I work in IT and specifically with
data analytics and some AI and machine
learning and I have been discussing with
some friends about where technology and
business trends are going in our world.
Interestingly, if you are not already aware,
in IT, we work with a lot of “demons.” Of
course, in IT, it is spelled as daemon to
refer to background computer processes
named for the Greek idea of a supernatural being intermediate between that of
a god and a human being. Daemons are
background processes that run all the
time, collecting information, processing
jobs, polling for responses, etc. That you
get a ping when someone messages you or
sends you a tweet is because of daemons
in the background polling constantly for
data, jobs, or human behavior.
Artificial intelligence (“AI”) or machine learning (“ML”) is fundamentally a
mathematical, statistical predictive model
of behavior or patterns based on data fit to
a probabilistic model. Whether the data
coming in are images, streaming video,
streaming data, numbers, or what have
you, algorithms process these data and see
what is the probabilistic fit of these datasets to possible and potential distribution
models. These models can be predetermined (what we call supervised learning)
or it can be self-generated by the machine
(unsupervised learning). As a machine
learns, i.e. build their models based on
ongoing data acquisition and refinement
of their predictive model, the algorithm
gets better at predicting what happens
next and how to do a task, etc.

What has all this to do with demons?
Humanity has embraced the tool of IT and
AI in our world so much that we are interacting and responding almost instinctively to the daemons in our handheld
devices that are connected to even larger,
larger cloud-scale applications, whether it
be Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, TikTok, etc. Daemons in social-media
sites are collecting our every tap,
textual response, images ingested, video streams added, voice,
video, etc. These daemons are
learning, both supervised and
unsupervised, everything we do.
In response, based on our feedback, these daemons are feeding
us with more and more data, images, videos, text, etc. that further inflames,
needle, feed our physiological needs, etc.
to elicit a response. All in order to make us
part with our money (one way or another)
to line the wallets of the people who manufacture and fine-tune these demons.
What happens to us who are glued to
these screens and are inhabited by these
daemons in our mental and neurological
processes is that we fundamentally lose
our humanity. As Scripture notes, we no
longer wear clothes ( we are naked to the
forces of the algorithms that scrutinized
us through these daemons ), we do not live
in a house (where alive humans live) but
we live in tombs (where the dead reside).
We are kept bound in chains to the stimuli that the daemons feed us with and are
thus, "driven by the demon into the wilderness."
And they are legion!
Interestingly, as Scripture notes,
when Jesus exorcises the demons, the
"whole multitude of the surrounding region of the Gadarenes asked [Jesus] to depart from them, for they were seized with
great fear." They preferred to be ruled by
daemons and to lose their humanity than
to being alive as a human being and alert
to the Spirit of God!
As much as AI and ML are able to
emulate human behavior and predict
human behavior, it is ultimately lifeless.
AI and ML are fundamentally statistical
science — modeling based on data fit. There
is no consciousness behind it. Its memory
is based on data and (cont'd on back)

Inside the

Sheepfold
An exploration of the
Catechesis of the Good
Shepherd, a new curriculum
for our 3- to 6-year-olds in
Sunday School

Asking
Wondering
Questions
FEATURE | MCKENSIE K.
All too often as an adult, it is hard
to remember to wonder. Our days can
feel so filled with familiar tasks that we
can forget to wonder. Children, on the
other hand, have an innate, God given
gift to view all things with wonder and
joy. In the Atrium, at the end of each
presentation, we ask a question to help
us wonder about who God is and what
this presentation has to teach us about
our faith. The questions are sometimes specific, asking, "Why did God
choose this small place, Bethlehem,
of all the places on earth to be born?”
Sometimes they are less specific, asking “Who are you, God?” If we could
apply these to our daily encounters
with the world, how much wonderment could we have about God and His
creation? Simply to go outside for our
lunch break and look at the trees and
wonder, who are you, God, who made
such large trees from seeds so small? If
we could only look at our candle burning in our prayer corner and ask, "Who
is this Great Light? If we could look
up at the stars and pause to wonder
and ask, "Who is so great a God as our
God?" Maybe if we can seek to stop to
ask a few more wondering questions,
even as adults, we can grow and learn
through our wonder too.
Through wonder, may we grow
closer to God each day, seeking always
to know Him more deeply. 
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(Britepaths, cont'd) keep everyone
involved as safe as possible.
Even in prosperous Fairfax
County, there are many people
struggling to keep themselves and
their children fed. This is truer this year than ever before. To
paraphrase Mother Teresa, if
we can’t feed a hundred people, we can feed one, if only for a
week. Please join this effort.
Contact Jeff B. to sign up.
Call/text at 571-225-3411 or email
to jmberanek@msn.com. 

Please read the letter below from the sisters of the St. Elisabeth Convent, who visited our parish at the
end of August this year and set up a table to sell goods from the convent:
Dear in Christ Father David,
your blessing.
We would like to express our sincere gratitude and appreciation of your kind support
of our ministry in Belarus. We heartily thank Lord for precious help of all people who
helped us during the visit of our sisters Maria and Valery to Virginia. Your support is
truly a blessing because it enables us to continue our work.
Let us assure you that you are always in our prayers and you are always welcome here at
St. Elisabeth Convent.
With deep gratitude and love in Christ,
Abbess Evfrosinia and sisters of St Elisabeth Convent 

Church Mouse’s Corner

Liturgical Seasons: Sacred
Time & Sacred Color
PARISH LIFE | ECCL. PATRICIA B.

Five times a year, I pull
out the liturgical paraments
(cloths) and votive candle holders for the upcoming liturgical season and get them ready for vesting the
church. There is comfort in knowing that
each season has its own “look” that draws us
in to reflect the theme of the season. But unlike our Western brethren, there is no one
color assigned a season; there are shades.
In Orthodox tradition, there are only
two shades: "bright" and "dark”. Bright colors are for the more festive seasons such as
Pascha and Theophany. Colors that fall under the bright shade may include, but are
not limited to: white, gold, ivory, blue, silver, coral, green. These colors can be decorated with red, gold, burgundy, blue, green,
silver accents or embroidery.
Colors that are considered dark shades
are dark red, burgundy, black, purple. They
can have gold, silver, burgundy, and/or
black accents and embroidery.
So, for the Nativity fast, the season is
dark. The paraments, votive candle holders, lampadas go dark – red, burgundy, with
gold, silver, and black accents, all echoing
the season of reflection and anticipation of
joy.
As a historical note, specific colors be-

came associated with specific seasons in
American Orthodoxy because, for many
years, the only place Orthodox churches
could purchase liturgical fabrics was from
Western Christian suppliers.
These companies only sold vestment fabrics in solid colors like
purple for Advent and Lent, and
colors such as burgundy and
black were seldom (if ever) used.
To add to the fun of Orthodox liturgical seasons, within
the season, certain days may
have a different shade assigned
to it. Ever wonder why the nave
is vested in red, but Father David
is wearing blue? It’s because the
season is dark, but the particular
feast day is light. In particular,
blue is associated with the feasts
of the Theotokos.
As Khoury West wrote in her
book Garments of Salvation, “the
most important thing to remember about Orthodox Christian
color usage is that it is a flexible
approach to color based upon ancient color classifications, rather
than the dogmatic approach to
color that has been embraced in

the modern age. This is why you can see
concelebrants in all sorts of colors of vestments in a single Divine Liturgy; in Orthodox tradition, this is as it should be!”
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Georgeta M. recently sent a letter to update the parish on the projects we have helped sponsor in Romania. Georgeta will later be doing some cooking to raise
funds for continued work. We will let you know more when we know more. Please read her letter below.
Dear brothers and sisters in Christ,
Jan and Elena are a family in the town of Buciumeni, in Galati county, in Romania. Jan has been raising Elena by himself since
she was one and a half years old, when her mother, very young at
that time, left them. They are gypsies, which are a very segregated segment of the population in Romania.
I met Elena two years ago when she was volunteering at “The
Good Samaritan” in Nicoresti and taking care of the handicapped
people there. Her kindness impressed me, and I decided to help
her to go to high school. This year, I met her father, Jan. I was
humbled by what a wonderful, hardworking, giving person he is.
Jan is a very good Christian.
For the last 18 years, they have lived in a rented house. Jan
works for the landlord three days a week just to pay the rent. The
landlord is planning to demolish the house they rent and build

a house for his son on that property in the near future. Without
help, they will be homeless soon.
Their dream is to have a house of their own. Working hard all
his life, Jan was able to save enough to buy a piece of land and to
lay the foundation of a modest house.
With the experience I have from other projects, I estimate
that $10,000 will be enough to a build a new house for Jan and
Elena to be able to move into by next fall.
For the last three years — together with St. Andrew Orthodox
Church in Maryland, St. Constantin and Elena Orthodox Church
in Atlanta, and Sfinta Cruce Romanian Orthodox Church in Falls
Church — we have put a smile on other families’ faces.
Let’s help Jan and Elena to have a decent life.
— Georgeta M. 

A family whose home repairs we helped
sponsor; before (top) and after (bottom).

Above: shots of Jan and Elena and their current home, to be demolished soon.

A home's roof repairs we helped sponsor;
old roof (top) and new roof (bottom).
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(Doxacon, cont'd) In the past couple
years, table-top gaming has become a
big part of Doxacon. While the most of
these games are better played in person,
the online medium didn’t deter many of
the budding game designers that have
become part of the Doxacon community. Our parish’s Zachary P. is running
several sessions of games that he and
his wife Sophia P. designed within their
small gaming company, Mythweaver
Games.
“Storytelling is a deeply human activity,” Zachary P. said. “Last year, we got
a chance to watch our players pick up
our game and create engaging, mean-

ingful stories together with no prep in
under an hour, which is kind of a gaming miracle. I’m looking forward to seeing what will happen this year.”
We will also have games run by
Alexi Sargaent from Cloven Pine Games,
who has been a favorite presenter from
previous years.
“I am excited for [Doxacon this year]
and the new format which will allow for
lots of participation,” Fr. David said. Even
though it will be a different experience,
the digital format has allowed people to
attend who wouldn’t normally be able
to, including attendees from Brazil and
Hong Kong. 

(Demons, cont'd) numbers. Whereas, human memory and
consciousness is laced with sensuality, intellect, and emotion.
Furthermore, being human is also a sense that one is part of
something larger -- that we are intimately connected to creation,
not just humanity. We are meant to be even more than that! To
become like God through Theosis! That sense of memory and
learning is not the sense that inhabits the world of AI and ML.
In a sense, if humanity were to become even more inured to the
place of these daemons with their chains to AI and ML, our behavior
would start to fit into the statistical patterns that these machines
develop. Machine and human would become even more synchro-

Nov 6–7, 2020

Virtual Conference via Zoom

Check out the other speakers, gaming sessions,
schedule of events, and purchase tickets at
doxacon.org.

$

10

Pick up your
tickets today!

nized! Machines win by causing humans to lose their humanity.
But the true human is one who is like the wind or, as Jesus told
Nicodemus, that those who are born of the spirit are like the wind
-- you hear the sound but you do not know where it comes or where
it goes. The free human is one who hears the word and does it -- and
has the discretion to know what the Spirit commands.
That is impossible for those of us still tied to the legion of daemons that run in the background whether we are awake or asleep.
Just some of my thoughts as I read the Gospel passage as I do
my work among the demons! 

Write for the Veil!

Participate in the parish thought-life. Share an event. Make change.
To get involved, email the communications manager Sophia at

UnderTheVeilOfHerProtection@gmail.com
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